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OVERVIEW
New Leaf Ventures Inc. (NLV)

A professional management group dedicated to evaluating and accelerating
advanced stage operations in the American Cannabis sector. NLV has
completed strategic investments in New Leaf USA operations including
increased efficiencies through the implementation of advanced equipment,
facility upgrades, R&D, new product development, improved manufacturing
processes, next generation packaging, and increased marketing activity.

NLV is in discussions with branded license holders in a variety of states.
Commercially sensitive in nature, any future brand partnerships will be
announced as and when agreements are executed.
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Market participation provides regulated and
transparent access to public capital investment.

HIGHLIGHTS
The company’s assets include a state-of-the-art facility in Seattle, Washington home to 17,000 sq. ft. of revenue-generating,
processing, sales and distribution services.

NLV Seeks New Opportunities
The evolving Cannabis landscape offers numerous opportunities
through the application of proven business principals leveraging the
aggregation of a diverse offering of mature brands, products, licenses,
resources and talent.

Mutual interest propels vertical market entry
NLV may elect to offer participation through developmental expertise and
access to capital as part of a strategic plan to combine diverse operations
into a strategically integrated MSO (Multi-State Operation).
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Management is targeting WELLNESS sector-appropriate brand
development for CBD beverage in partnership will Schilling Cider
for nationwide distribution, while a THC option will be available in
Washington State
New Leaf Ventures Launched into Cannabis Infused Edible
Products Market under the brand name Goodies in Q4 2020
New Leaf Ventures Launched DAMA HEMP CBD Branded Product
Lineup in Q3 2021 with a nationwide direct to consumer ecommerce platform and plans for mass grocery and pharmacy roll
out
New Leaf USA venture equipment and facility upgrades to attract
new brands for processing and distribution throughout State of
Washington

BUSINESS MODEL
Introducing sound business principles, market research and
financial governance to develop an integrated network based on
the proven HOB (“House of Brands”) development approach.

The House of Brands Model
(Sole focus on a single, well-known and consistent brand),
The HOB concept is designed as a home to numerous brands,
each independent of one another, and each with its own
audience, marketing, look and feel under the parent umbrella
and shared financial oversight.
Benefits include unified vision & goals combined with shared
marketing and management costs & unified revenue targets.
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New Leaf Ventures intends to rapidly spur growth at New Leaf
USA through the rapid execution of its strategic plan as a
demonstration to potential future brand partners the importance and
inherent power of the HOB model and tangible benefits for adoption
and participation in the NLV multi-state operational concept.

The combined power of the HOB model further provides unity
and single-source advocacy for regulatory and legislative
change federally and regionally.
NLV aims to quickly become one of the largest MSO integrated
extractors, processors and distributers as market innovators in
the highly lucrative US cannabis market through participatory
agreements with license holders or direct license ownership.

HOUSE OF BRANDS ARCHITECTURE
Branded House Model
Monolithic*
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Branded House Model
Endorsed*

House of Brands
Free Standing—Current

*References illustrative of successful examples of the ‘House of Brands’ architecture. No affiliation
with or business similarity to models is intended or implied.

House of Brands
Hybrid—Proposed

BUSINESS MODEL
Aggregates and supports proven, mature, and diverse cannabis operations into a unified,
vertically integrated management structure.

Provides strategic, structured financing opportunities to undercapitalized operators.
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Aims to generate revenues through full or partial ownership
interests, and/or licensing rights through various interrelated
agreements and/or acquisitions as part of a national
development business strategy.

Focused on becoming a premier
MSO (Multi-State Operator) nationwide.

NLV operates as the financial and management entity
overseeing a growing number of brand operators and related
license holders under one roof.

Offers shared and concentrated marketing expertise
and financing across the network.
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BRANDS

dàmà

Green State

Tasty Tokes

New to 2021 is a packaging reface of one of the oldest and
most respected high-quality brands in Washington State.
Dàmà is known in the industry as a pioneer in professionalism,
innovation and marketing. Through passion, process, and
personal touch, Dàmà products elevate the cannabis
experience with a premium line of Dried Flower. Dàmà invites
everyone from novices to the most discerning connoisseur to
discover a premium cannabis experience with a sophisticated
line of products that deliver consistent purity and potency.

Launched in 2021, Green State is a line of quality sourced
biomass from greenhouse farms across Washington State. A
rigorous quality analysis system was developed ensuring that
only the best harvests are brought to market. Green State
broadens the product assortment as a value brand and
products are designed for high volume sales.

Product innovation in pre-roll production led to the
development of Tasty Tokes in early 2021 to compete in
the infused pre-roll market. Tasty Tokes is a line of potent
flavored pre-rolls made with 90% distillate and kief. A
connoisseur brand for the discerning customer that
diversifies the portfolio. Early feedback from purchasers
is extremely positive and due to popularity, the sales
team is starting pre-orders.
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BRANDS
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Astara

Goodies

dàmà Hemp CBD

In partnership with one of the largest beverage prducers
on the West Coast, a new line of THC and CBD beverage is
in development. Unique flavors have been tested through
an extensive market research to deliver a product that can
be offered to the regulated THC market as well as B2B
sales and distribution of the CBD formula through mass
grocery retail. Available in three flavor 6 packs, these low
dose beverages are for the average consumer to consume
in social settings just like alcohol products, but without the
hangover.

Launched in 2020, Goodies is changing the infused market with
a high-quality line of edible products made from the finest
ingredients. Goodies candies are hand crafted from all-natural
ingredients like real Madagascar vanilla beans, and each hard
candy is bursting with juicy fruit flavor. It’s a candy for the
refined customer made in small batch 5mg microdoses for a
premium experience.

Hemp lends a healthy dose of protein, essential amino acids,
omega fatty acids and an array of vitamins and minerals to
any product it is paired with. To help bring balance to nearly
every system in your body we oﬀer a suite of high-quality
CBD products. From high quality source material our
products are cultivated from the most exotic strains. New
products are in late-stage development and preparing for
consumer adoption in summer 2021.
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In development is a line of chewy candies called Spaceballs to
round out the assortment scheduled to roll out in Q4 2021.

ASTARA
CBD Beverage Brand Development
The Cannabidiol (CBD) infused beverages market is
expected to grow at a growth rate of 15.00% in the
forecast period 2021 to 2028.
The major growing factor towards cannabidiol
(CBD) infused beverages market is the growing
acceptance of CBD infused drinks by consumers
and legalization in various sports.

CBD Beverage Sales Forecast 2016-2025
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Concurrently, NLV’s CBD beverage line, Astara is in
development for national roll out to B2B sales in
mass grocery and pharmacy in Q1 2022.
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Source: Data Bridge Market Research

CBD E-COMMERCE PLATFORM
Hemp-derived CBD products are legal in all 50 states, as long as they
contain no more than 0.3% THC. (Food and Drug Administration,
2020).
The fastest growing market for cannabis is the emerging CBD
market. NLV is guiding and building an aggressive sales funnel in the
digital e-commerce environment to capture CBD market audiences
in the wellness sector. Automated customer acquisitions and
distribution through established channels for national sales
launched in Q3 2021. Subscription models and promotional referrals
will support the sales funnel with additional revenue.
Initial line offerings include tinctures, topicals, capsules, and
gummies. Currently developing formulated holistic herbal blends to
expand product assortment.

Concurrently, as the new infused beverage line, Astara, begins
production it will be added to the platform containing CBD for
national distribution.
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Of the Americans who use CBD, the most common uses are for pain relief (64%), anxiety (49%),
and insomnia (42%). (SingleCare, 2020)
The global Cannabidiol (CBD) market size is projected to reach USD 1916.1 million by 2026, from
USD 429.4 million in 2020, at a CAGR of 28.3% during 2021-2026. (Grandview Research)
United States hemp farmland increased from 25,713 acres in 2017 to 78,176 acres in 2018. (Food
Business News, 2019)

DESIGNED FOR GROWTH
Corporate oversight, management expertise, governance and access to capital
THE FUNDAMENTALS FOR SUCCESS

SECTOR OUTLOOK
It is projected that more than half of the United States will
have a legalized recreational market in 2 years.

USA Marijuana Market Projections
Through 2025
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

2023
2024
2025
$0.00
Legalized recreational and medical marijuana
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Legalized medical marijuana

$10B
Medical

https://www.businessinsider.com/legal-marijuana-states-2018-1 (updated Jan 1, 2020)
https://cannabusinessplans.com/cannabis-legal-market-size-projections/

$20B

$30B
Recreational

$40B

FACILITY
New Leaf USA-FACILITY

Seattle, WA
Through partnerships and agreements, applying innovation and
scalability, New Leaf USA provides management services and IP
licensing to a regional facility encompassing an impressive 17,000
square feet of space optimized for best practice processing.
Licensed as Washington-based tier 3 processor for ultra-premium
cannabis the facility supports processing, extraction, distribution
and innovation. New Leaf USA manages cutting-edge
methodologies for efficient and consistent product delivery. The
operation is among the first to voluntarily work with local
laboratories to create rigorous quality control standards.

Processing License:

Total Building:

Active

17,000 sq. ft.
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New Leaf is working towards becoming a premier processor,
distributor and innovator in the US cannabis market through
innovation, partnerships, and scale-up of operations.

EXPANSION STRATEGY
Completed expansion into 13,000 sq./ft. of unused space for a large-scale cannabis commercial kitchen, production
and high-volume packaging.

Building agreement with a Washington based tier
3 licensed processor for ultra premium cannabis
for recreational markets

Completed buildout a large scale commercial
kitchen with full suite of edibles introduced to
consumers in late 2020

Expanding national footprint with cross-state
partnerships and white label manufacturing
programs

200% increase in new retail stores (currently in
top 10% of Washington State retail) in the past
year

Build out of in-house canning and processing
equipment to support THC Beverage production

Expanding indoor, unique processing, extraction
and innovation facility.
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Migrating from on-premise farming to larger
scale off-site with dedicated farming supply
partners. Long standing relationships with local
farmers & greenhouses are in-place and
currently securing inventory
Launching ecommerce platform to facilitate
sales of hemp and CBD products. Initial product
mix includes CBD oils, gummies, topical creams,
and beverage.

2022/2023 Revenue Breakdown
5%
Equipment
Services

5%
CBD/Hemp Co.

15%
65%
Services Co.

IP Licensing

5%
Real Estate Co.

BUILDING VALUE THROUGH STRATEGIC INNOVATION & INVESTMENT

PROCESSING HIGHLIGHTS
Processing

Long-term
Market Thesis
Clear grasp of the market and craft,
while understanding industry direction
and building value, innovation and
longevity.

Expansion
Build out of 7000 sq ft commercial
kitchen to develop and manufacture
multiple infused craft products
including candies, confections, and
beverage.

Only the largest, finest flower buds are chosen for
sale, with smaller dried flowers used to make
concentrates, leaving nothing to waste. High
standards ensure quality processing control through
company employees with a passion for the process.

Edibles
Finely ground plant material are introduced to a
food-grade ethanol alcohol bath allowing for full
plant resin extraction. CBD and THC strains are
separated and used to prepare different grade oils,
which are then used to produce vapor cartridges and
edibles.

Strategic Partnerships

Scaling Up

Oversees recreational supply
agreements with local farmers and
product supply agreements with
unique premium CBD producers.
Launched e-commerce platform in Q3
of 2021.

With Lean Principles and Strategic Growth
& Investment Policies, the current facility
has the ability to scale to maintain supply
with growing demand.
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Beverage
Engaged with Shillings Hard Cider, national
beverage distributor to develop THC and CBD
infused craft beverages for roll out in multiple
markets. The THC beverage category is being
recognized by market titans as a rapidly
growing sector.

VISION & MISSION
Our Vision…
We are passionate professionals hyper-focused on leveraging the demand for new and
innovative wellness products. By developing and implementing industry-leading
organization-wide methodologies for cannabis processing and extractions we aim to
provide the means to meet the needs of this high growth sector.

Our team includes professionals who were some of the very first operators to
recognize the need to voluntarily work with local laboratories to help create rigorous
quality control standards.

Our Mission
To build the most efficient, productive and sustainable business model able to meet
the needs of the growing and evolving national cannabis sector. We will do this
through the application of best practices in every area. Through transparent, honest
business dealings, and by ensuring the provision of high-quality cannabis products for
the domestic market, NLV will invest in making a difference across the sector. We
intend to lead the way in standardized testing and quality control methods, and
advocate for sustainability and make every effort to create awareness for industrywide adoption of best practices and continuous process improvements.

Advanced and uniform processing, extraction and quality control initiatives equates to
superior wellness-oriented products for our consumer base.

As doctors, scientists, researchers, farmers, growers, teachers, educators, financiers
and advocates, we’re proud of how far our country has come in cannabis legalization.

Our aim is to spur the development of safe, high quality cannabis
products and derivatives for the millions of North Americans who want
products to suit their lifestyle.
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Our Goal
To build shareholder value through the development of an effective growth-focused
organization dedicated to the development of safe, high quality cannabis products
and derivatives designed to meet the wellness demands of millions of North
American consumers.

MANAGING DIRECTORS

Michael Stier
CEO, President & Director, New Leaf
Ventures Inc.
Educated in business management &
finance and served as a licensed Senior
Financial Advisor managing assets over
100MM. Mike specializes in IPO’s, M&A,
corporate finance, capital markets and
currently sits as Director, President & CEO of
New Leaf Ventures (CSE: NLV) and a CoFounder & Director of Optimi Health (CSE:
OPTI).
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Boris Gorodnitsky

Dax Colwell

President & Co-Founder, New Leaf USA &
Director, New Leaf Ventures Inc.

CEO & Co-Founder, New Leaf USA &
Director, New Leaf Ventures Inc.

Mr. Gorodnitsky brings over a decade of in-depth
experience in cannabis agronomy and production
for the medical marijuana sector. He participated in
strategic brand developments ultimately acquired
by New Leaf USA and remains focussed on business
and new product development including the
advancement and introduction of new processing
technologies aimed at improving yield and quality.
He previously enjoyed a career in software
development with increasing leadership roles
across several small start-ups to larger entities
including Microsoft. He served as CTO at Advanced
Marine Technology; an advanced navigation
systems company located in Seattle.

Mr. Colwell created Dama LLC, a medical cannabis
concentrate company, which he subsequently
merged with New Leaf Botanicals in the
development of brands ultimately acquired
by New Leaf USA.. Mr. Colwell brings extensive
business, product development, sales, and
marketing experience in
the Cannabis sector.
He earned extensive corporate development, sales,
and manufacturing experience as the founder of
Compression Technologies and TR Manufacturing,
two composite manufacturing facilities based in
Bellevue, Washington.

INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS

Chris Cooper

Daryn Gordon, CPA, CA

Director, New Leaf Ventures Inc.

Director, New Leaf Ventures Inc.

Mr. Cooper brings over 20 years of
business experience in various aspects of
corporate development, senior
management, finance, and operations, in
both the private and public sectors. Mr.
Cooper received a B.A. from Hofstra
University and an M.B.A. from Dowling
College, both in New York State.

Mr. Gordon has been a Chartered
Professional Accountant for over 15 years.
Since 2010 has been operating an
accounting firm that practices tax
compliance and assists public companies
with regulatory filings in diverse sectors
such as oil and gas, mining and
manufacturing. Mr. Gordon has over 20
years of experience with domestic stock
exchange listings and advisory support to
board and management teams. Mr.
Gordon currently services as Chief
Financial Officer of Alpha Copper Corp.
and Canamera Energy Metals Corp., both
of which are publicly listed companies. Mr.
Gordon has a Bachelor of Commerce
degree from the University of Lethbridge.

Mr. Cooper sits on the audit committee
and compensation committee for other
issuers including Counterpath Corp., a
Nasdaq listed company. Mr. Cooper has
been a director of several private and
public companies over the
last 20 years.
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CAPITALIZATION
800,000
Management performance
warrants @ $0.10
Revenue milestones of USD $5 & 7.5M
respectively

12,554,019
Issued & Outstanding
~22% Held by Board of Directors &
Management

NLVVF
NLV
19
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600,000
Warrants @ $2.00
Expiry: November 1, 2023

201,500
Options @ $1.70

225,000
Options @ $1.40

84,000

25,000

Warrants @ $1.25
Expiry: November 1, 2023

Options @ $1.25

Note: All financial figures stated in Canadian currency unless otherwise stated
As of October 1, 2022

To view our SEDAR profile, click here

SECURING OUR FUTURE
Legitimate cultivation in all 50 states
The Commonsense Cannabis Reform for
Veterans, Small Businesses, and Medical
Professionals Act is being sponsored by
Reps. David Joyce (R-OH) and Don Young
(R-AK). The main crux of the legislation is
to federally deschedule cannabis.

Decriminalization as a controlled substance
Interstate commerce and distribution
Farming Insurance at the federal level
Online and broadcast advertising channels open
to marketing

With more than 40 states taking action on this
issue, it’s past time for Congress to recognize that
continued cannabis prohibition is neither tenable
nor the will of the American electorate.

Standardized, reasonable taxation
Entrepreneurial support through the SBA
Capital Investment and banking

Congressman David Joyce
Co-chair of the Congressional Cannabis Caucus (CCC)
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LEGAL
The information contained in this presentation is provided by New Leaf Ventures Inc. (“NLV”) for informational purposes only and does not constitute an oﬀer to issue or arrange to issue, or the
solicitation of an oﬀer to issue, securities of NLV or other ﬁnancial products. The information contained herein is not investment or ﬁnancial product advice and is not intended to be used as the
basis for making an investment decision.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To
the maximum extent permitted by law, none of NLV nor its directors, officers, employees or agents, nor any other person accepts any liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of
fault or negligence, for any loss arising from the use of the information contained in this presentation.
Except for statements of historical fact, this presentation contains certain “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward-looking information is frequently
characterized by words such as “plan”, “expect”, “project”, “intend”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “estimate” and other similar words, or statements that certain events or conditions “may” or “will”
occur. Forward-looking statements are based on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the statements are made, and are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other
factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements, including, among others, NLV’s partnership with license holders that
project certain crop yields, product liability, government regulation, NLV’s expansion plans, as well as those risk factors identified in NLV’s prospectus and other disclosure documents available at
www.sedar.com under NLV’s name. NLV undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking information if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required
by law. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
The financial information in this document contains certain financial performance measures that are not defined by and do not have any standardized meaning under IFRS and are used by
management to assess the financial and operational performance of the Company. These include cost of cultivation through our contracts with the license holders. The Company believes that these
non-IFRS financial measures, in addition to conventional measures prepared in accordance with IFRS, enable investors to evaluate the Company’s operating results, underlying performance and
prospects in a similar manner to the Company’s management. As there are no standardized methods of calculating these non-IFRS measures, the Company’s approach may differ from those used by
others, and accordingly, the use of these measures may not be directly comparable. Accordingly, these non-IFRS measures are intended to provide additional information and should not be
considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS.

Readers are cautioned against comparing cost of cultivation per gram harvested with cost of sales for the same period for at least two reasons. 1. Cost of sales includes packaging costs which “cost of
cultivation” does not include. 2. There is a delay between when product is harvested and when it is sold, and cost of cultivation does not include indirect production costs.
This presentation does not constitute an offer of shares for sale in the United States or to any person that is, or is acting for the account or benefit of, any U.S. person [as defined in Regulation S
under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) (“U.S. Person”)], or in any other jurisdiction in which such an offer would be illegal. NLV’s shares have not been and
will not be registered under the Securities Act. We seek safe harbor.
This document may not be reproduced, further distributed or published in whole or in part by any other person. This document may only be disseminated or transmitted into any jurisdiction in
compliance with, and subject to, applicable securities laws. Readers are required to ensure their compliance with applicable securities laws.
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THANK YOU
New Leaf Ventures Inc.
1910 - 1030 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 2Y3
Tel. +1 (778) 930-1321
investors@newleafventuresinc.com
www.newleafventuresinc.com

